Workshops...

Our experiences of the project...

Our workshops were a mix of indoor and outdoor work, with
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than just passing by things”

Our group discussion formed a huge part of our project —
both

rather

So why get involved with an archaeology or

comparing their lives to ours.

heritage project? Well, Women at War...
For one workshop we decided that we would write Haiku
poetry about our reflections on elements of the project.



Below is example of one of our poems about our visit to a

Has allowed us to actively research and
record elements of a WW2 site

former Wren who served onsite. You can see more of our
Haiku poems on our website.



Has given us an idea of how to access
information about archaeological and
historical sites
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feet.
She told lovely stories of her days at

Has changed the way we now look at the



Has given us an opportunity to learn new
skills and visit institutions like
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libraries and archive centres
And how two pounds a week she
would earn.”



Is something that gets us out of the house
and into countryside



Brought us together as a group
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Women at War is a collaborative community
engagement project, between Archaeology
Scotland and Ross-shire Women’s Aid.
Our project focused on researching and
recording HMS Owl (now known as Fearn
Airfield) and the role of the Women’s
Royal Naval Service who were based here
from 1942.
For this project we recorded a regionally
significant
site
and
researched
its
history using archives and oral histories.
By taking part in this project, we were
able to find out about an interesting and
important part of our local heritage,
whilst also gaining new and exciting
skills.
All
our
you
and

our results are available to see on
website, but this leaflet will give
a brief outline of what we have learnt
how we have learnt it.

History...

Research...

Archaeology...

The airbase opened in 1941, as RAF Fearn, a satellite

For Women at War we learnt how to get answers to our

Our

base to RAF Tain. It was originally used by the RAF for

questions about the site, and the women who worked there,
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training , but in 1942 it was transferred to the Royal

by utilizing local and national archives centres, books

photographic
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and information available online. These resources included

detailed building surveys within specific areas.

arrived in late 1942. Although HMS Owl was originally

historic maps, aerial photographs, and primary accounts

highlighted as an important strategic post-war airbase

from serving WRNS in the form of war time diaries and

(due to it’s proximity to Invergordon), by 1946 the site
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As well as the decaying buildings themselves, we found
interesting features inside some of them, like original
internal

for

worked

remains

fixtures

and

graffiti

on

the

some

of

the

internal walls. We even identified some ’Niddrie’ bricks

agriculture. Part of the site is still in use as a

which have travelled all the way from Edinburgh to be

private airfield. The picture below is of some war time

used in the construction of some of the buildings.

graffiti recorded by Women at War.

You can find out more about the results of our project by
scanning the QR code which will take you to our website:
www.archaeologyscotland.org.uk/our-projects/women-war

We were fortunate enough to hear about a former Wren who
still lived locally in the area and who kindly agreed to
be

interviewed

as

part

of

our

project.

Her

testimony

brought the site alive for us and as well as having many
fascinating stories to tell, she also helped us gain a
real insight into life on the camp.

The

Women’s

Royal

Naval

Service

(WRNS)

became

affectionately known as the Wrens. Although not on
active service, the women at Fearn carried out a
range

of

vital

jobs,

from

being

‘on

watch’

to

maintaining parachutes. Towards the end of the war,
some Wrens even went flying! In their spare time,
the Wrens would either spend time in their Nissen
hut accommodation, or visit Tain or Balintore.

